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Recognition of highly frequented sets of tourist sites
Reconocimiento de conjuntos de sitios turísticos muy frecuentados
F. Moreno1, E. Restrepo2 and J. A. Guzmán3
ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose an algorithm to identify sets of the most frequently visited tourist sites. We do this by examining the trajectories
followed by tourists and by considering their visits to these sites. We propose a second algorithm that recommends a specific order to
visit these sites. To accomplish this task, we consider variables such as tourist preferences, departure and arrival locations, and time
constraints. To validate our proposal, a prototype website application was developed, which experiments with real vehicle trajectories
in Rio de Janeiro. Although more exhaustive experiments will be required to deal with different possible scenarios, preliminary results
show the usefulness of our proposal for displaying sets of neighborhoods frequented by vehicles as they move about a city.
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RESUMEN
En este artículo se propone un algoritmo para identificar los conjuntos de sitios turísticos más frecuentemente visitados. Para ello se
examinan las trayectorias seguidas por turistas y se consideran sus visitas a los sitios turísticos. Se propone un segundo algoritmo que
sugiere el orden en el que deben ser visitados los sitios identificados por el primer algoritmo.
Para lograr esto se consideran variables como preferencias turísticas, lugar de partida y de llegada y restricciones de tiempo. La
propuesta se validó mediante una aplicación web prototipo y se experimentó con trayectorias reales de vehículos en Río de Janeiro.
Aunque se requieren experimentos más exhaustivos y se deben considerar otros escenarios, los resultados preliminares mostraron la
utilidad de la propuesta al identificar conjuntos de barrios que son frecuentados por los vehiculos a medida que estos se desplazan
por la ciudad.
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Introduction1234
In recent years, due to the many technological advances in the
internet, mobile devices, GPS (Kaplan 2006), and web applications,
many tools and services have been developed to assist in every
aspect of the tourism industry. Tourists, travel agents, and guides
all benefit from tools that create personalized tours, provide realtime language translation (Lord 2012), find and book hotel reservations and tickets for shows, sport events, etc., based on budget
and preferences.
Planning services are today primarily focused on creating tourist
tours in a practical, fast, and efficient manner. Indeed, mobile applications such as i) mTrip Guides (http://www.mtrip.com) and TouristEye (http://www.touristeye.es) can create a personalized travel
itinerary according to user preferences, dates of travel, user departure and arrival points, tourist attraction’s opening hours, and
ratings submitted by other tourists; ii) Everytrial (http://www.everytrail.com) allows users to connect with other tourists and share
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tourism plans; and iii) Guru (http://www.ciudadguru.com.co) presents tourist sites which are located near the user through a geolocation system.
In an alternative approach, Álvares (2007) proposes the SMoT
(Stops and Moves of Trajectories) algorithm (see Section 2) to identify stops and moves from a moving object trajectory, e.g., the trajectory followed by a tourist. A stop represents a period during
which a trajectory visited a site and remained there a minimum
time ∆t, i.e., the trajectory actually visited the site. A move represents a period during which the trajectory did not visit any site or
visited a site but the threshold ∆t was not met. The sites and their
∆t are defined by the application analysts.
In this paper we propose, from the results obtained by the SMoT
algorithm, the statisticsSetsOfNSites algorithm which identifies,
from the visited sites during the stops of tourists’ trajectories, the
sets of sites that are included more frequently in such trajectories
(a simplified and very brief version of this algorithm can be seen in
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(Restrepo 2013)). For example, most tourists who visit Paris usually include in their tour the Eiffel Tower, the Arc de Triomphe,
and the Champs Elysées. To tour the set of sites identified as the
most visited ones we consider variables such as time constraints,
tourists departure and arrival location, and their preferences. Note
that our proposal is not a recommender system but a part/subsystem of it, because we do not focus on profile representation,
knowledge acquisition, or knowledge source.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 1, we provide an
overview of related works. In Section 2, we present the statisticsSetsOfNSites algorithm. Then, we present a second algorithm,
orderNearestNeighbor, to recommend an order to tour the identified sites by the first algorithm. In Section 3, we present some
experiments with real trajectories of vehicles in Rio de Janeiro. In
Section 4, we conclude the paper and propose future works.

Related works
Higham (1996) proposed the TERRY-TOURIST system to predict
tourist’s movement according to historical data. The system applies techniques based on case-based reasoning (Leake 2003) to
model the movement patterns of tourists.
Junmanee (2005) proposed methods in a mobile environment to
provide tourists with travel tips, routes, and information about the
sites to visit. The methods are based on user data (types of favorite tourist), demographic data, and users with similar profiles.
Huang and Bian (2009) proposed an intelligent recommendation
system that provides personalized recommendations of tourist attractions in an unfamiliar city. Through a tourism ontology, a
Bayesian network technique, and the analytic hierarchy process
method, they focus on recommending specific tourist attractions
based on the travel behavior both of the user and of other users.
Gutierrez Losada (2010) proposed an ontology for walking and
cycling tours in natural spaces. The traveler is guided based on
his/her position (provided by his/her mobile device), his/her preferences, and the time of the day. These aspects are the basis of
what the authors called Location Based Services. The ontology includes route characteristics such as duration, length, type of route
(circular or linear), weather conditions, and road difficulty level,
among others. They also consider users’ aspects such as the recommended physical condition or the necessary mobility and orientation skills.
Kenteris (2010) considers the problem of designing the tourist
itinerary (Tourist Itinerary Design Problem), i.e., to find the order in
which a set of sites should be visited. Subsequently, Gavalas (2011)
included the sites’ time availability to design the tour.
Descamps-Vila (2011) proposed the Itiner@ system. The system
creates personalized tourist routes for the d’Esterri d’Aneu region
in Spain. The system uses an ontology called OntPersonal
(Ocegueda Hernández 2012) along with tourist glossaries.
OntPersonal models the profile of each user and considers touristic preferences and restrictions related to travelling companions.
The system also gets the most relevant tourist sites for every user
based on a set of rules and an ontology about sites.
Luberg (2011) proposed the Smart City system in order to recommend and plan tourist routes. Based on a user´s profile (considering his available time, his preferences, and his location), the
system chooses a set of tourist sites for the user, assigning them
a rating and representing them through a map.
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Adomavicius (2011) considers recommendation systems aware of
the context, e.g., systems that consider aspects such as time, sites
and company of other people, among others. These systems can
be oriented to tourism, to customize the contents of a web page,
or to recommend background music.
Chen (2011) addressed the issue of finding the most popular route
(PMR) between two sites based on the historical behavior of other
tourists. First, a network with all possible routes between the two
sites is built; and then the PMR is created from the popularity of
each of the nodes in the network.
Davari (2012) proposed the TKGS system (Tourists Keeping and
Guiding System). TKGS allows users to plan short or long trips
based on their location, records of visits, physical condition, and
personal characteristics. TKGS also tries to avoid crowded places
according to their peak hours.
Turist@ (Batet 2012) is an agent-based recommender system. Users interact with the system through a User Agent (a GUI) that
provides access to tourist attractions. The system also includes a
Recommender Agent that stores each user’s preferences,, which
are continuously refined through the analysis of his/her actions.
Turist@ provides proactive location-based recommendations (e.g,
a warning about an activity that is near the location of the tourist
and that may be of interest for him/her) based on the user profile,
the tourist location, touristic activities, and previous tourists’ opinions.
Tsai and Chung (2012) developed a route recommendation system that provides personalized routes for tourists in the context
of theme parks (e.g., Disney World, Universal Studios, Six Flags,
etc.). Their system takes into the consideration that visitors typically do not have enough time to visit all the attractions in a park
and, therefore, create a subset of attractions they want to visit.
Route suggestions are made based on previous user behavior, and
estimated crowd sizes to provide the least congested routes. The
authors note that most tourist recommendation systems suggest
places that are worth visiting, but provide no guidance about the
order for visiting these sites. This is one of the aspects we face in our
paper.
In (Yang 2013) the authors proposed the iTravel system. The main
goal is to exploit the tourists' ratings about visited attractions. The
idea is that a user can detect nearby tourists and directly exchange
information with them by using mobile devices without additional
infrastructures. The authors claim that their experiments confirmed the conjecture that tourist who visit the same places tend
to have similar traveling tastes or needs. They also conclude that
it would be interesting to design a method to derive ratings from
tourists' behavior, e.g., the time they stay at an attraction. Note
that we are facing this issue by applying the SMoT algorithm through
the analysis of stops.
In (Moreno 2013) the authors proposed a tourism recommender
system called SigTur/E-Destination.. The system integrates GIS and
artificial intelligence algorithms. The GIS stores geospatial information related to tourism and leisure activities. The artificial intelligence tools integrate the geospatial information within the recommender system and provide personalized recommendations
thanks to the exploitation of user profiles by means of an ontology-based model that includes an ontology for the classification of
the main types of activities in order to match with the motivations
of the user. The reader is also referred to the International Conference in Information and Communication Technologies in Tourism’s pa-
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per collection, and the works therein in the last years. Table 1summarizes these approaches. In our application we focus on the last
three criteria.

Algorithm SMoT (STraj, SIS)
STraj //Set of trajectories
SIS /*Set of interesting sites = {is1, is2, …, isn} where isk = (Geo_isk, Δ t_isk),
Geo_isk = Geometry of the site, Δ tsk = minimum time for visiting the site*/

Table 1. Approaches analyzed. a) Profile representation, b) Route
recommendation, c) Analysis of historical data to generate routes,
and d) Recommendations about the order of site visiting

OUTPUT: stops Table //Set of stops
movesTable //Set of moves

Ref.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Álvares (2007)

No

No

They analyze historical
data for identifying stops
and moves.

No

Higham (1996)

No

No

They analyze historical
data for predicting tourists’ movements.

No

Junmanee (2005)

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No

Huang and Bian (2009)

Yes

No

They analyze historical
data for recommending
specific tourist attractions.

Gutierrez Losada
(2010)

Yes

Yes

No

No

Kenteris (2010) and
Gavalas (2011)

No

Yes

No

Yes

Descamps-Vila (2011)

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Luberg (2011)

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No

Chen (2011)

No

Yes

They consider the historical behavior of tourists in
order to find the most
popular route.

Davari (2012)

Yes

Yes

They consider visit records to guide tourists
through their trips.

No

Yes

They consider previous
tourists’ opinions in order
Partially*
to provide proactive recommendations.

No

Yes

Route recommendations
are based on the visiting
behaviors of previous users.

(Batet 2012)

Tsai and Chung (2012)

(Yang 2013)

(Moreno 2013)

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

They consider users’ ratings on attractions to facilitate attraction recommendations.

Yes**

No

They consider feedback
from users in order to rec- Partially***
ommend activities.

Proposed Method

BEGIN
1.
2.
3.

FOR EACH trajectory T STraj LOOP
TRAVERSE T from its first observation to its last one.
Find a maximal set of consecutive observations (MCO) of T that
intersects the Geo_isk of an isk  SIS
4.
BeginTime = Minimum time in MCO
5.
EndTime = Maximum time in MCO
6.
IF endTime - beginTime Δ t_isk THEN /* A stop of T in isk
was found*/
7.
stopsTable = stopsTable  {(id(T), isk, beginTime, endTime)}
8.
END IF
9.
END TRAVERSE //Add moves
10.
Add to movesTable all the sets of MCO of T that do not belong to any
stop of T
11. END FOREACH
END Algorithm
Listing 1. SMoT algorithm.

Suppose that after applying the SMoT algorithm to a set of trajectories of four tourists we obtained the results shown in Table 2
(stopsTable). The first row of the table indicates that the trajectory
1 had its first stop in the site is1 between 10:40 am and 11:40 am
in a specific day. This trajectory had two other stops, one at site
is2 and the other one at site is3.
Table 2. stopsTable: Resulting stops after applying the SMoT algorithm to a set of trajectories of four tourists.
Trajectory ID

1

2

3
4

Subsequently, in Listing 1 we present the SMoT algorithm, and in
Figure 1, we show a trajectory and three sites. Note that this trajectory has two possible stops: one at is1 and one at is3.

Starting time Ending time
of the stop
of the stop

Stop ID

Site

1

is1

10:40am

11:40am

2

is2

12:20pm

1pm

3

is3

1:15pm

3pm

1

is1

11am

12pm

2

is2

1pm

2:15pm

3

is3

3pm

4pm

4

is4

12:30pm

1:40pm

1

is1

3:30pm

4pm

2

is3

1pm

2:30pm

3

is4

3pm

4pm

1

is5

12pm

12:40pm

Suppose that results indicate that the average time of tourists’
stops is one hour, and the average time of moves is half an hour.
In addition, suppose that a tourist has four hours to do a tour.
Consider the Equation (1).
𝑁= ⌈

available time of a tourist
⌉
average time of the stops + average time of the moves

(1)

N represents the number of sites that a tourist could visit considering time availability and the average time of stops and moves.
With the previous information, N = ceil (4/(1 + 0.5)) = 3 (the ceil
function rounds up to the next integer).
Let lSites be a set of N sites included in the set of all sites visited
by a trajectory. The statisticsSetsOfNSites algorithm (Listing 2) finds
the total number of trajectories, which visited each set of sites
lSites that can be formed from the trajectories in the stopsTable.

Figure 1. Example of a trajectory and three sites.

Considering the stopsTable shown in Table 2 and N = 3, the algorithm operates as follows: first it finds all the trajectories that visited exactly three sites. In this example, trajectory 1 visited the set
of sites {is1, is2, is3} and trajectory 3 visited the set of sites {is1, is3,
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is4}. These two sets are added to the matrixofSetsofNsites matrix
through the AddSetSites procedure. Then it finds all the trajectories
that visited exactly four sites. In this example, trajectory 2 visited
the set of sites {is1, is2, is3, is4}. From this set of four sites, all the
sets of three sites are obtained (combinations of three in four) as
shown in Figure 2. These are added to the matrixofSetsofNsites matrix through the AddSetSites procedure.
Algorithm: statisticsSetsOfNSites(stopsTable, N)
Output: matrixofSetsofNsites /*Matrix of sets of N sites and total number of
trajectories that visited each set*/
BEGIN
1. MaxNroSites = Number of sites actually visited by the trajectory which
most sites visited in stopsTable
2. FOR i = N TO MaxNroSites LOOP
3.
FOREACH trajectory T in stopsTable which exactly visited i sites LOOP
4.
tSites = set of sites visited by T
5.
FOREACH combination lSites of N sites taken from tSites LOOP
6.
AddSetSites(lSites) /*Call AddSetSites procedure, see Listing 3*/
7.
END FOREACH
8.
END FOREACH
9. END FOR
END Algorithm
Listing 2. statisticsSetsOfNSites Algorithm.
Procedure AddSetSites(lSites)
BEGIN
1. numberofRows = size(matrixofSetsofNsites) /*Current number of rows of
matrixofSetsofNsites */
2. FOR k = 1 TO numberofRows LOOP
3.
IF lSites = matrixofSetsofNsites[k][1] THEN /*The set of sites lSites was
already in the matrix, increment by 1 the number of trajectories
that visited this set*/
4.
matrixofSetsofNsites[k][2]= matrixofSetsofNsites[k][2] + 1
5.
EXIT //Exit procedure
6.
END IF
7. END FOR /*If the set of sites lSites was not in matrixofSetsofNsites, insert it
there and set the number of trajectories that visited it in 1*/
8. matrixofSetsofNsites [numberofRows+1][1] = lSites
9. matrixofSetsofNsites[numberofRows+1][2] = 1
END Procedure

the execution time of the algorithm can be excessive due to the
number of resulting combinations. In order to avoid this, a lower
value may be considered for MaxNroSites. However, MaxNroSites
must be greater than or equal to N.
As a second example consider Table 4, generated by the statisticsSetsOfNSites algorithm, where N = 4. Table 4 indicates that the
set of four sites that tends to be the most frequently included in
tourists’ trajectories is setofMoreVisitedSites = {is1, is2, is4, is8}. In
fact, 135 trajectories included these four sites.
Table 4. Sample 2: Sets of sites lSites and number of trajectories
that visited each set.
Set of sites
lSites

Number of trajectories that
visited the set of sites lSites

is1, is2, is4, is8

135

is1, is4, is6, is8

120

is5, is8, is9, is10

89

is1, is2, is3, is5

70

is9, is10, is11, is12

20

…

…

Although the tourist could tour the set of sites setofMoreVisitedSites in any order, a tour order could be suggested according to
a given criterion (a user preference). For example, consider the
following criteria:
1.

Tourist classification: To first tour the sites that have the
highest rankings by the tourists.

2.

Cost: To tour the sites according to their entrance fee, e.g.,
from the cheapest to the most expensive one.

3.

Distance: To tour the sites in such a way that the total distance could be minimized.

4.

Means of transportation: To tour the sites using the least
number of transportation links, but meeting the tourist’s
available time.

5.

Type of favorite sites: To first tour the most interesting sites
for the user according to his preferences. For example, if the
user prefers religious sites, the tour would give priority to
sites such as churches.

6.

Type of activity: To tour the sites considering their type of
activity and their schedules. For example, a nightclub should
be visited at night, and a monument or museum in a dangerous neighborhood should be visited during the morning.

Note that the set {is1, is2, is3} was visited by two trajectories, trajectory 1 and trajectory 2. Similarly, the set of sites {is1, is3, is4} was
also visited by two trajectories, trajectory 2 and trajectory 3.

7.

Movement quality: To tour the sites in order to minimize
turns, slopes (Nadi 2011), or to avoid travelling on roads that
are in bad condition.

Table 3. Sample 1: Sets of sites lSites and number of trajectories
that visited each set.

For example, if the goal is to minimize the travel distance (criterion
three), we must face the well-known travelling salesman problem.
To do this,, whose complexity is NP-hard, several heuristic algorithms, such as the nearest neighbor one and the heuristic insertion one (Nilsson 2003) have been proposed. Although these algorithms do not guarantee an optimal solution, they usually provide satisfactory solutions in a reasonable time for online applications.

Listing 3. AddSetSites Procedure.

Figure 2. Set of three sites resulting from the set {is1, is2, is3, is4}.

Set of sites
lSites

Number of trajectories that
visited the set of sites lSites

is1, is2, is3

2

is2, is3, is4

1

is1, is2, is4

1

is1, is3, is4

2

The same process is then executed with all the trajectories that
visited exactly 5, 6, 7,..., MaxNroSites sites, where MaxNroSites is
the number of sites visited by the trajectory which most sites visited. In the example, trajectory 2 visited four sites. In Table 3 we
show the results for this example. Note that if MaxNroSites >> N
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Thus, we now propose a variant to the nearest neighbor algorithm
(see Listing 4). The orderNearestNeighbor algorithm builds a tour
that starts and finishes at the closest site to the tourist’s departure
point (departureTouristLocation) and at the tourist’s arrival point
(arrivalTouristLocation) according to the set of sites to be toured
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(setofMoreVisitedSites). For example, the departure point could be
a hotel, and the arrival point could be an airport or the same hotel.

among the sites). However, we show that the optimal solution has
a total distance of 7 (2 +3 +1 +1).

Algorithm: orderNearestNeighbor(startTouristLocation, endTouristLocation,
setofMoreVisitedSites)
Output: setofOrderedSites /*Array that recommends the order in which the
sites of setofMoreVisitedSites must be visited*/

As a consequence, if the tour of minimum total distance is desired,
it must be considered that this is an NP problem. Besides, in an
urban context it is not always possible to travel from one place to
another in a straight line due to obstacles such as buildings, traffic
conditions, etc. (Krause 1987).

BEGIN
1. startSite = Nearest site to the startTouristLocation in
setofMoreVisitedSites
2. Delete startSite from setofMoreVisitedSites
3. endSite = Nearest site in setofMoreVisitedSites to the endTouristLocation
4. Delete endSite from setofMoreVisitedSites
5. setofOrderedSites[1] = startSite /*First recommended site of the tour*/
6. currentSite = 1
7. DO
8.
nextSite = Nearest site in setofMoreVisitedSites to
setofOderSites[currentSite]
9.
currentSite = currentSite + 1
10.
setofOrderedSites[currentSite] = nextSite
11.
Delete nextSite from setofMoreVisitedSites
12. UNTIL setofMoreVisitedSites = 
13. setofOrderedSites[currentSite + 1] = endSite /*Last recommended site of
the tour*/
END Algorithm
Listing 4. OrderNearestNeighbor Algorithm.

Example: For the set setofMoreVisitedSites = {is1, is2, is4, is8}, the
orderNearestNeighbor algorithm works as follows:
1.

The two nearest sites to the departure point (startTouristLocation) and to the arrival point (endTouristLocation) of the tourist
are chosen, is1 and is4, respectively (see Figure 3).

2.

Therefore, the tour starts at is1. The other sites (except is4
which will be the last site to be visited) are sorted according
to the nearest neighbor algorithm.

Figure 4. Example: the orderNearestNeighbor algorithm does not
guarantee the optimal solution.

3.

Considering that is2 and is8, is2 are the nearest to is1, the tour
continues there and then to is8.

Experiments

4.

The tour ends up at is4.

For our experiments we developed a prototype oriented Google
Maps application which implements the algorithms described in
the previous section. This application presents a four layers architecture (Figure 5). Note that our prototype is not intended as a
recommendation system but as a test application for our experiments.

Figure 3. Recommended tour by the orderNearestNeighbor algorithm for the setofMoreVisitedSites = {is1, is2, is4, is8} set sites.

Although the orderNearestNeighbor algorithm recommends an order to tour the sites in setofMoreVisitedSites, this tour is not necessarily the shortest in distance. For example, Figure 4 shows the
tour recommended by the orderNearestNeighbor algorithm for the
set of sites {is11, is13, is15, is21, is24}. The total distance of this tour
is 8 (1 +1 +1 +5) (considering the distance of the straight lines

Figure 5. Application Architecture.
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a) Data layer. Data layer stores historical trajectory datasets (data
files). A trajectory is a set of records (x, y, t) where x and y represent latitude and longitude, and t represents time. This layer also
stores the data of the interesting sites (SIS set, see SMoT algorithm).
b) Data access layer. The goal of Data access layer is to retrieve
data (Data extractor algorithm) from the data files (trajectory datasets and SIS). This data is used as input parameters for SMoT
algorithm.

can use the search box at the top of the window to locate a specific neighborhood. Using this latter option, the user can also enter
his arrival neighborhood. In addition, he/she can select, from a
drop-down list, the criterion that the algorithm will use to sort
the set of sites to be visited (see Section 3). Finally, the user must
click the "Generate Route" button.

c) Services layer. The Services layer receives data from the Data
access layer. The SMoT algorithm processes the data in order to
identify stops and moves of trajectories. These results are fed to
the statisticsSetsOfNSites algorithm in order to generate the most
visited sites sets. Next, the third algorithm in this layer receives
this data along with the user criterion for visiting the most visited
sites sets, and generates a tour order for this set.
d) Graphical user interface. The Graphical user interface is responsible for delivering user data (available time and criterion for visiting the most visited sites set) to Services layer, and for sending the
results (set of ordered sites) to the user. More details are given
below.
The data file for the data layer included 100 trajectories of vehicles
in Rio de Janeiro. Data were provided by CET-Rio (2014). The
total number of observations was 268000, i.e., an average of 2680
observations per trajectory. An observation is a tuple (x, y, t),
where x and y are the co-ordinates representing the spatial location of the vehicle and t represents the time when the observation
was generated. The time between observations was on average
2.5 minutes. 144 neighborhoods were considered as the sites to
be analyzed.

Figure 7. Application Interface 1.1.

The application was executed on a computer with 4 GB of RAM
and a 2 GHz Intel ® Core ™ 2 Duo Processor. The average execution time was less than a second. After applying the SMoT algorithm with ∆t = 3 minutes, we obtained 306 stops. The maximum
number of visited neighborhoods by a trajectory was 16 (MaxNroSites) and the average number of stops by trajectory was 4. The
average time of stops and moves was 45 minutes.
In our first experiment, we considered an available time of four
hours to take a tour, and the departure and arrival point was the
Penha neighborhood. The "Minimize distance" criterion was selected as shown in Figure 5. By applying the Equation (1) we obtained:
𝑁= ⌈

240 𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉ = ⌈2,6666⌉ = 3
45 𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 45 𝑚𝑖𝑛

After executing the statisticsSetsOfNSites algorithm with N = 3, we
obtained the results of Table 5.
Table 5: Sets of the most visited sites (neighborhoods in Rio de
Janeiro). N = 3.
Figure 6. Application Interface 1.

The Graphical user interface was developed with HTML 5 and the
Google Maps API to display the results graphically. Thus, through
this interface the user can enter the options for planning his tour.
(Figure 6) In the interface, after clicking on "Plan your Trip", the
user enters the available time for the tour. The user can also enter
his departure and arrival sites. To enter his departure site, the
user can click: i) in the "Current location" icon and using geo-location systems, the user’s location can be automatically obtained,
or ii) in "Search place" where a pop-up window appears (see Figure
7) displaying the map of the selected city. There, the user can
choose a site by clicking on one of the neighborhoods, or he/she
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Set of sites

Number of trajectories
that visited the sites set

Parada de Lucas, Manguinhos, São Cristóvão

47

Parada de Lucas, Penha, São Cristóvão

43

Penha, Manguinhos, São Cristóvão

42

Ramos, Manguinhos, São Cristóvão

30

São Cristóvão, Bonsucesso, Manguinhos

27

…

…

Our results showed that the set of neighborhoods most visited by
the tourists was {Parada de Lucas, Manguinhos, São Cristóvão}.
The Parada de Lucas neighborhood is crossed by the Avenida Brasil (the main avenue of Rio de Janeiro), which is one of the reasons
why this neighborhood is highly frequented.
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The Avenida Brasil also crosses the Manguinhos neighborhood and
the Moorish Pavilion, one of the few Neo-Moorish style buildings
in Brazil. Finally, the São Cristóvão neighborhood is a historic district of Rio de Janeiro where several highly frequented buildings
and museums are located. Tourists often come to this neighborhood through the Avenida Brasil, which makes the set of neighborhoods {Parada de Lucas, Manguinhos, São Cristóvão} highly
frequented.
Note that the system displays the results sorted according to the
number of trajectories that visited each set of sites. In addition,
when the user moves the mouse over any of the sites an emerging
window appears (see Figure 8) where information about the site
can be seen: means of transportation to get to it, tourist attractions, level of security, and environmental data. The user can also
mark the site as a favorite one and score it from 0 to 5.

tour was: Sao Cristovao, Penha, Manguinhos, Parada de Lucas, and
Ramos.
Table 6: Most visited sites sets (neighborhoods in Rio de Janeiro).
N = 5.
Number of trajectories
that visited the sites set

Set of sites
Parada de Lucas, Penha, Ramos, Manguinhos, São
Cristóvão

37

Irajá, Parada de lucas, Bonsucesso, Manguinhos,
São Cristóvão

24

Parada de Lucas, Penha, Bonsucesso, Manguinhos,
São Cristóvão

23

Parada de Lucas, Ramos, Bonsucesso, Manguinhos,
São Cristóvão

22

Irajá, Parada de Lucas, Bonsucesso, São Cristóvão,
Praça da Bandeira

14

Table 7: Neighborhoods Rankings.
Average
ranking

Neighborhood
Manguinhos

4

Parada de Lucas

3.9

São Cristóvão

4.5

Penha

4.1

Bonsucesso

3.5

Ramos

3.3

…

…

In another experiment, we considered 80 trajectories of tourists
in the city of Medellín (Colombia). The data was provided by the
AVIS (http://www.avis.com.co) car rental company. Due to private
information protection, personal data was not revealed. Once
again, we considered the neighborhoods as the interesting sites
and N = 4. The results are shown in Table 8.

Figure 8. Application Interface 2.

The user can now select the set of sites that he wants to tour (e.g.,
not necessarily the set of the most visited sites) or allow the system, by default, to indicate the tour for the most visited sites set.
When clicking on the "Generate" button, the application displays
the tour on the map (the black arrows in Figure 8; note that we
use the center of mass (latitude, longitude), see Figure 1, of the
geometry that represents a site, as the co-ordinates that will be
used in Google Maps). The sites’ names are highlighted in blue and
their order on the tour with red circles according to the tour criterion selected by the user.
In a second experiment, we considered an available time of 7.5
hours to do a tour, and the departure and arrival point was the
Penha neighborhood. "The highest rated sites" criterion was chosen.
By applying the Equation (1) we obtained:
𝑁= ⌈

450 𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉=5
45 𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 45 𝑚𝑖𝑛

After executing the statisticsSetsOfNSites algorithm with N = 5, we
obtained the results shown in Table 6.
Our results showed that the most visited set of neighborhoods by
tourists was {Parada de Lucas, Penha, Ramos, Manguinhos, Sao
Cristovao} and according to the selected tour criterion, based on
the average ratings of the sites (see Table 7), the recommended

Subsequently, we considered the top 8 ranked sites in Medellín
according to TripAdvisor (http://www.tripadvisor.com): Medellin
Metrocable, Parque Explora, Museo de Antioquia, Jardín Botánico
de Medellín, Plaza Mayor, Planetario de Medellín, Parque Biblioteca
España, and Plaza Botero. Our results showed that the set of
neighborhoods most visited by tourists was {Poblado, Centro,
Santo Domingo, Las Palmas}.
Table 8: Sets of the most visited sites (neighborhoods in Medellín).
N = 4.
Set of sites

Number of trajectories
that visited the sites set

Poblado, Centro, Santo Domingo, Las Palmas.

29

Poblado, Prado, Santo Domingo, Las Palmas

25

Poblado, Centro, Santo Domingo, Laureles

23

San Diego, Centro, Santo Domingo, Laureles

18

San Diego, Centro, Santo Domingo, Laureles

17

We observed that our results were consistent with the TripAdvisor's ranked sites: Medellín Metrocable and Parque Biblioteca España are in Santo Domingo neighborhood; Parque Explora and
Jardín Botánico are near the Prado neighborhood and Museo de
Antioquia, Plaza Botero, and Plaza Mayor are in the downtown
area (Centro). Poblado and Laureles are neighborhoods with hotels. Las Palmas and San Diego are neighborhoods with discos, restaurants, hotels, and shopping malls.

Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we proposed the statisticsSetsOfNSites algorithm to
identify sets of N sites that are usually included (visited) in a set of
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trajectories of moving objects, e.g., tourists. This information may
be useful not only in tourism (since it identifies tours including the
most visited sites), but also in other fields. For instance, in advertising it would be very helpful to identify the sites where certain
ads should be placed in order to increase their visibility; in urban
planning to determine the point to locate a new attraction in order
to promote its visits; and in traffic to create road corridors and
transport routes which lead to improved traffic flow. We also presented a second algorithm, the orderNearestNeighbor algorithm,
which recommends an order in which sites should be visited according to different criteria.
As future works, we plan the following additional studies: i) in a
future version we will consider the start cold problem: currently
we rely on the results of the SMoT algorithm which in turn rely
on a historical dataset of trajectories. Without this information
our system is unable to generate results; ii) the set of sites generated by statisticsSetsOfNSites algorithm could be far away from the
user’s departure and arrival points, or their access could be difficult from these points (e.g., few transportation options, dangers
associated with the tour). The system may then suggest a set of
alternative sites which minimize these problems; iii) another issue
is to identify tours that do not exceed the minimum stay threshold
∆t (in practical terms this means that these sites were not actually
visited). This information could be useful to discover sets of sites
by which tourists passed near but did not enter, e.g., due to lack of
knowledge (this suggests adding signals to make certain sites more
visible) or because the sites are in dangerous areas; and iv) for the
order of the tour we may consider additional variables such as a)
the urban geometry, e.g., in a city, it is usually not possible to
move from one place to another in a straight line (taxicab geometry (Krause 1987)), b) the ease of changing the route in real time
(for example, let {is1, is2, is4, is8} be the set of sites to be toured in
this order. Suppose that the user is at site is2 and then a problem
prevents him to travel to is4 (e.g., a road or a site closure); the
system could then re-program the set of remaining sites to be
toured (Pillac 2011), and c) composition of plans, e.g., to plan different tours for a user, e.g., one for each day of a week in such a
way that they fit the user requirements.
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